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Web applicaVons are becoming increasingly prevalent. Example applicaVons 
include collaboraVve text editors and drawing applicaVons. We define full-
stack JavaScript web applica4ons as web applicaVons of which both the client 
and the server have been implemented in JavaScript.  

Several automated tesVng approaches have been proposed to verify the 
correctness of sequenVal, non-distributed applicaVons. Prominent among 
these is concolic tes4ng, which systemaVcally explores all execuVon paths 
through the program by collecVng symbolic constraints over the program 
inputs.  

We transpose concolic tesVng to the domain of full-stack JavaScript web 
applicaVons, which gives rise to several challenges unique to these systems. 
For example, both client and server processes are event-driven, so concolic 
testers for these applicaVons must craE elaborate event sequences to explore 
some parts of the program. Furthermore, because of the interconnected 
nature of these processes, the execuVon of one process may affect that of 
another in unexpected ways.  

We propose an approach to concolic tesVng for these types of applicaVons 
that addresses these challenges. This approach relies on performing inter-
process tesVng of the applicaVon, which tests all instances of the client and 
server processes while observing their communicaVon. Inter-process tesVng 
hence preserves informaVon flow between processes, thereby increasing 
precision and prevenVng false posiVve errors. Inter-process testers stand in 
contrast to intra-process testers, of which the execuVon paths do not cross the 
boundary of a process. We implement inter-process tesVng in a novel concolic 
tester called StackFul.  

StackFul also considers the event-driven nature of full-stack JavaScript web 
applicaVons. Event-driven code gives rise to the problem of state explosion, 
where an exponenVal number of states are created while tesVng the 
applicaVon. To solve this problem, we introduce a novel form of state merging 
for concolic tesVng of event-driven applicaVons that reduces the number of 
states by merging together similar states.  

We evaluate StackFul on eight real-world applicaVons. We measure to what 
extent StackFul is capable of i) covering execuVon paths, ii) finding errors on 
the server of these applicaVons, and iii) discerning high-priority from low-
priority server errors. Furthermore, we evaluate the impact of incorporaVng 
state merging. We show that state merging almost always requires fewer test 
runs to achieve higher code coverage.
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